
SafetyChef; revolutionary fire 
suppression technology for 

commercial kitchens and
the food processing industry
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Based upon years of development, the SafetyChef 
is designed to respond efficiently and effectively 
in the event of system discharge, protecting the 
integrity and essential requirements of a working 
kitchen; a safe, active and productive service.  
 
The ethos of the SafetyChef is to respond quickly to a fire, 
limiting and eradiating collateral damage and down-
time.  Recognising and responding to the need for a 
rapid clean up, to allow service to resume in minutes 
not months, the systems functions on pure, clean water. 
 
Developments in fire fighting technology have 
harnessed the power and simplicity of the previously 
prohibited natural element ‘water’ in the extinguishing 
of fat fires. By applying low pressure, fine water droplets, 
known as ‘WaterMist’ over and around the fire, the 
SafetyChef suffocates the fire, removing the oxygen 
and free radicals and cooling rapidly.   The removal 
of the fire and its feeding points (free radicals) 
extinguishes the flames within seconds. The properties 
of the WaterMist technology provides a continued 
cooling effect upon the oil, rapidly reducing the 
temperature and preventing the fires re-ignition. 
 
The SafetyChef WaterMist technology is proven to 
reduce the temperature of flammable oil at 350°, to 
under 300°, a safe temperature, in a matter of seconds.

Fire is a real threat to any working 
kitchen and is all too often the 
reason for catastrophic failure.  

Actual fires and accidental 
discharge are able to and often 

stop a functioning kitchen in 
seconds, keeping them closed for 

months, resulting in lost revenue 
and damaged reputations.

24-Hour Protection - Automatic, mechanical or 
pneumatic detection ensures fire protection is always 
active and ready to extinguish.

Detection - The system can be triggered either by the 
manual actuation system or the automatic detection 
system which uses UL listed mechanical or pneumatic 
components.

Highly Effective - WaterMist prevents re-ignition by 
cooling the temperature of the heated oil to below 
ignition point in seconds, faster than any chemical 
agent.

Minimal Downtime - The use of non toxic clean water 
means that surfaces can be wiped clean in a matter of 
minutes, allowing service to resume quickly.

Modular Flexibility - Designed and  
manufactured in modular  formations for ease 
of specification and straightforward installation. 

Equipment Protection - The direction and 
situation of the SafetyChef nozzle ensures 
protection of all items situated under the hood. 

Highly Reliable - A fully assembled, 100% tested, 
approved mechanical control valve & manifold ensure 
reliable operation. A pressure gauge mounted on 
the steel manifold marks the pressure levels to allow 
easy identification for preventative maintenance 
requirements. Protective stainless nozzle caps keep 
nozzles free from contamination and blockage.  

100% Environmentally Friendly -  The use of clean 
water within SafetyChef not only protects the worldwide 
environment but also protects the discharge area with 
a simple wipe-clean recyclable pure water.

SafetyChef A 24/7 Environmentally Safe Fire Response System
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Why is FireBug WaterMist one of the safest agents for 
use in a commercial kitchen and food processing 
environment?

The WaterMist, used in SafetyChef is pure demineralised 

water and is naturally contamination free, making it 

ideal and safe for discharge in populated and non-

populated food preparation and production areas.  

The engineering behind our WaterMist ensures that the 

damaging effects from smoke are all but eradicated.

Once activated, the WaterMist prevents fire from 

spreading, protecting the surrounding area and any 

personnel within the vicinity.  By removing the heat, the 

oxygen and its fuel source (free radicals) the fire calms 

and is extinguished; the continued cooling effects of 

the mist prevents the fire from reigniting.

All Risks Covered

Using cutting edge, intelligent technology allows the 

WaterMist System to tackle a blaze with a consistent 

droplet size and kinetic energy, essential for effective 

control of class A, B, C, electric and F fires.

WaterMist Explained

FireBug unique WaterMist 
operates at a genuine low 

pressure, atomising into 
billions of droplets, as small 

as 50 microns in size.
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The Fire Triangle 

3 elements that are required for a fire to ignite. 

Remove any 1 of these elements and the fire 
will be extinguished. 

The gases burn, generating heat and forming 

more free radicals.

Heat is applied to a combustible material, 

the temperature of the material rises and free 

radicals begin to form.

The system activates, removing 2 of the 3 Fire 

Triangle Elements. Heat is removed via the mist 

droplets and the oxygen particle via the steam.

Free radicals and gases become airborne, and 

begin to bond with oxygen in the air. Once there 

is a sufficient amount of gas formed, it ignites 

(Pyrolysis).

The fire is extinguished. Steam (inert) formed 

by the mist during extinguishing contingues to 

evaporate, dissipating the heat and oxygen 

from the fire source, cooling the material to 

prevent re-ignition.

Fighting Fire with Water - How does WaterMist work in the suppression and extinguishing of fires?
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Systems Design
Pre-engineering modular technology.
Self driven system.
Electrical Requirements
Nil – mechanically and pneumatically 
operated.
Detection
Mechanical and pneumatic.
Mechanical Activation
Manual pull station.
System Sizing
0.7metre to 3.2metre single systems.
Unlimited system coupling length to cover all 
sizes.
Equipment Protected
All catering and food processing equipment.
Fuel Shut Off
Mechanical, pneumatic or electrical.
Warning System
Optional extra, available upon request.
Nozzle Protection
Stainless steel blow off caps.
Piping
1/2” and 3/4” stainless steel.
Supply Unit Cabinets
Stainless steel cylinder, cabinet and piping.
2 cylinder, 4 cylinder and large single cylinder 
unit options available.
Agent
Pure demineralised water (chemical-free).
Approval and Certification
LPCB Approved.

KEY
1 Discharge Nozzles
2 Fusible Links 
3 Pipes and Fittings
4 Pressure Gauge
5 Mechanical Release Systems for   
 Manual & Automatic Actuation
6 Stainless Steel Cabinet
7 Manual Pull Station
8 Mechanical Gas Valves 
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Piping and Fittings

The SafetyChef is supplied as a complete kit of stainless 
steel piping and fittings from the factory. Only standard 
issue piping and fittings, used to connect the supply 
unit to the nozzle manifold, should be purchased locally 
by the installation engineer.

 
Discharge WaterMist Nozzles

Although a major proportion of the SafetyChef misting 
technology is in the dip tube the final execution is 
carried out by the patented stainless steel nozzles using 
Telesto Technology. The nozzle manifold is prefabricated 
to suit specific sizes in a pre-engineered format. The 
nozzles are supplied with stainless steel blow off caps to 
prevent clogging.

 
Fuel Shut Down

It is essential that the fuel is shut down upon the 
actuation and discharge of the system; this is provided 
by either electric or pneumatic gas shut off valves, 
triggered by the system actuation via a pressure switch.

 
Warning System

The SafetyChef is capable of providing a signal to any 
external warning system such as house alarm, firebell, 
flashing beacon, strobe, siren or any other as required.

Supply Unit

This unit is supplied in a 2 cylinder, 4 cylinder or large 
single cylinder (stainless steel) configuration containing 
the revolutionary patented Telesto diptube technology 
and pure (additive free) demineralized water. The 
cylinders are coupled together with the SafetyChef 
proprietary manifold. 

The supply unit technology is housed within a tailored 
stainless steel cabinet with a viewing panel for easy 
daily inspections.

Detection

Two types of detection are offered with the most suitable 
being identified by the system designer at the time of 
specification.

The first type of detection is the old faithful traditional 
UL listed mechanical fusible link detection. This is a 
stainless steel rope held under tension with temperature 
rated links, which upon detecting a fire, break, releasing 
the tension in the rope. The release in tension triggers 
the mechanical actuator to discharge the system.

Secondly, pneumatic detection is offered using either 
UL listed fusible plugs or SafetyChef detection tube.  
The detection line is a pressurised pneumatic line 
containing nitrogen; upon detection of a fire the 
pressure is released from the nitrogen line triggering the 
actuator, causing system discharge.

Actuation   

SafetyChef is activated by a choice of two proprietary 
actuation units to compliment 2 different types of 
detection.

1) Mechanical Actuation - The mechanical actuator 
operated by stainless steel cable is actuated upon 
receiving a mechanical action from the detectors, 
in turn opening the valve, initiating system discharge. 
 
2) Pneumatic Actuation - The SafetyChef offers two 
types of pneumatic actuator.

2a) Differential pressure valve - which is held shut by 
the nitrogen in the pneumatic detection line and upon 
detection of a fire the pressure loss in the detection line 
forces the valve to open causing system discharge.

OR

2b) Pneumatic spring ball valve -  situated directly 
on the supply unit manifold,  which is held closed 
by the pressure in the detection line and upon 
the pressure drop in the detection line causes the 
spring valve to open causing system discharge. 
 

Manual Pull Station/Trigger

The SafetyChef has an integral pull station handle built 
in as standard, for manual activation.

Walkaround



The details contained within this brochure were correct at the time of print; 
the manufacturer reserves the right to alter the product specification without prior notification.

FireBug Company Ltd
9a Braithwell Way

Hellaby Industrial Estate

Rotherham

S66 8QY

United Kingdom

www.firebuggroup.com

t:  0845 388 4114 

f:  0845 388 4115

e:  info@firebuggroup.com
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